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 This stuff is clear, you don't need a Weatherman, but also if you wait till its “ALL CLEAR” you will get in, in 
time to get whacked by any correction.   Take your choice.  We have ideas on direction and timing, and are 
humanly as right as possible, & we work to tactically use those ideas for max gain and least risk.  We don't 
wait. We act. Right Now we are correcting and may be so until, say July 7-10, based on correcting half 

the advance from May 29, thus, going down to the 
Zero line is in my odds.  Keep your stops, stash your 
cash, it  IMO, Scalpers can take advantage of this 
potential Local Top and subsequent Correction.

“IMO, no matter how you slice it, this is a 
bottom.”    That was my comment June 9.  

It Stands
 We got our LOCAL LOW Buy Signal June 2, so its 
been a 22 day run so far, so I am thus looking for an 
11 day potential correction, flat or otherwise.  Fear 
not, stand away, let it fall, operate your stops......not 
too crazy, but rather prudent and rational, I think.

SUBSCRIBE HERE     & NOW !      To PEAK 
PERFORMANCE PICKS @ no-risk.  If not satisfied, 

let me know and I refund you NO-QUESTIONS-ASKED.  Picks, Targets, Stops, stock you never 
heard of, old favorites,  Less talk and a lot more action (TA), What We Do! 

                             ANY REASON WE CAN'T DO THAT FOR YOU ??
This will be the confirmation the “Old Guys” are looking for so I suspect bigger volume on the  next up leg !!

BPGDM which some watch now kicked up to 36.7%, a net 20% gain from the 1st week of June to now
Follow this Link <   and you will find captioned atop that chart underneath the title of “User-

Defined” Mode, the following:

“  STATUS   :   BULL CONFIRMED  , JUNE 20,  2014”   Not only did the measure fail to turn negative, it 
ramped, maybe not enuf to lose the doubters but enuf to insure those paying attention could make money. 
Many doubted but I don't think the jury was ever out. 

Thus I expect this FIRST Bull leg to correct SOME.
Tactically, stacking during corrections seems a good idea as well.  DG
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Between the 4 Goldbugs facts from hell and the 5 rules of smack-down and the Gold 
Miner Oscillator, it couldn't be more simple.  Its all you need and nothing else.

5 Rules of Smack-Down
Lets look at the freaky volatility hitting the metals, and the rules to tell when it's a 
smack down:

1.  Always imposed at time of ILLIQUIDITY, middle of the night or so for their skullduggery.

2.  Never a "drift-down" due to lack of interest, but rather a SPIKE-Down !

3.  Volume at tsunami level, larger than the exchanges, some % of national or
     Global production.

4.  Always Un-Economic, in that it is DUMPED, rather than fed into the    system to make the most profit. 

5.  Rebound and "Back & Fill" movements eventually render the Smack-Down impotent by returning the 
metal to a higher level, recapturing  all the previous downmove

   These are first five signs I can think of off the top of my head as I work to understand how the 
shenanigans of the US and Global Western Govts fail to address let alone resolve Global Systematic Financial 
Failure. 
Published that in my blog Jan 2014, after watching all the silliness of “Smack-Downs”.

4 Gold Bug Facts From Hell

HUI broke out of a Monthly Falling Wedge Spring 2013

HUI created a double bottom based on 4.3 year cycle Spring of 2013

STRAITS of HELL Gap created on HUI 280-300 in the Tax Day Massacre,
creating a 15 month “Abandoned Baby”.

The Tax Day Massacre set up the formation of a 15 month INVERTED Head & 
Shoulders with its lowest (HEAD) at the beginning of 2014.

This is going to be far more fun than anyone planned, for Goldbugs......

PEAK PERFORMANCE PICKS, 
bringing you GOLD MINER OSCILLATORS, Gimbo & Bubba, and other stuff

SUBSCRIBE HERE     & NOW !         NO RISK          U$D 33.97 mo'ly, no contract,  satisfaction guarantee 

immediate refund upon request, no questions asked ! IF any of our Subscription Links fail to  
connect, please go to my BLOG 

DENALIGUIDESUMMIT.BLOGSPOT.CA    ~“  A good plan executed NOW is better than a perfect plan   
executed at some indefinite time in the future  ”   ~ Gen.George S.Patton Jr. 

 I  nformation contained is for  instructional  &    educational purposes only.   Investors are  responsible  for their  own   
decisions  &  due  diligence.  Publisher  and  associates  may  have  positions  in  the  stocks  herein  Copyright  2014 
Denaliguide , all rights reserved 
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 DENALIGUIDE'S

 STRAIGHT TALK 

OUR DGS MISSION STATEMENT:

 To provide our subscribers with the clearest, easiest to use, most timely selections for profit.

OUR DGS STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

We strive to treat everyone as we would wish to be treated.

We embrace simplicity.

We understand that our freedom lies between the moment of stimulus and response.

WE PROMISE TO:

KEEP OUR SUBSCRIBERS WELFARE PARAMOUNT.

MAINTAIN OUR OBJECTIVITY AND INDEPENDENCE.

ONLY ACCEPT ANY FORM OF COMPENSATION FROM OUR SUBCRIBERS.

THREE KEY QUALTIES WE FEEL ARE ESSENTIAL TO OUR WORK:
        SIMPLCITY DISCIPLINE FLEXIBILITY

HOW WE OPERATE:

1.  WE observe and maintain STOPS 100% of the time, mental, straight or 
sliding.

This is absolutely mandatory to preserve capital, hedge, and eliminate mistakes.. 

2. We   KEEP IT STRAIGHT & SIMPLE   K.I.S.S.   Acquiring / Disposing.

  The stocks you acquire and dispose of,  are inanimate and fluctuate I price.

The have no other qualities.  So we don`t become romantically involved with them.

                        3.   We speculate based on Technical Merit, not public information.

Mechanically WE do the following:

A.   Set BUY LIMIT ORDERS and do NOT chase stocks.

B.   We sell using Technical Measures that indicate danger to longs.

C.    We buy & sell in Pre-Position, before Mass Action Awakens.

  To Subscribe NOW click SUBSCRIBE HERE & NOW ! 

Don't wait for someone to FrontRun you, get there FIRST ! ! 

•  “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” Leonardo da Vinci
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